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Introduction

Abstract

A

BACKGROUND: Alzheimer ’s disease is a severe condition,
impacting individual’s wellbeing and independence in daily
activities. Informal care provision is common and of great
value to societies but is not without negative externalities to
households and the broader economy.
OBJECTIVES: Estimate the lifetime incremental fiscal
consequences of Alzheimer ’s disease in community-based
individuals and their informal caregivers.
SETTING: The fiscal consequences of Alzheimer’s disease was
modeled using the German government and social security
perspective.
PARTICIPANTS: Synthetic cohort containing 1,000 pairs of
people with Alzheimer’s disease and their informal caregivers,
compared to 1,000 demographically identical pairs from the
general population.
DESIGN: Disease progression was modeled using published
equations and a state-transition microsimulation framework.
Labor participation, financial support and paid taxes were
estimated according to cognitive decline and caregiving
responsibilities using German labor statistics and tax
rates. Healthcare costs were sourced from several German
publications. Costs and life-years were discounted at 3%
annually.
MEASUREMENTS: Results are reported as lifetime incremental
differences in total tax revenue and transfer payments between
the cohort affected by Alzheimer’s disease and their general
population analogues.
RESULTS: The Alzheimer’s disease-affected pair was associated
with net incremental fiscal losses of €74,288 ($85,037) to the
German government and social security over the lifetime of
people with Alzheimer’s disease. Most costs were lost taxes
on employment earnings (48.4%) due to caregivers working
reduced hours. Caregivers were estimated to earn €56,967
($65,209) less than their general population analogues. Financial
support for informal and formal care accounted for 20.4%, and
medical healthcare costs represented 24.0% of the incremental
fiscal losses. Sensitivity analyses confirmed the robustness of the
model results. In a cohort with early onset Alzheimer’s disease,
incremental fiscal losses were predicted to be €118,533 ($114,209)
over the lifetime of people with Alzheimer’s disease.
CONCLUSIONS: Alzheimer’s disease externalities profoundly
impact public economics for governments and should be
considered to inform policy making and healthcare planning.

l z h e i m e r ’ s d i s e a s e ( A D ) i s a s e v e re
neurodegenerative condition. At the early
preclinical and mild cognitive impairment due
to AD (MCI-AD) stages, the condition has little impact
on everyday activities. Progression to AD-dementia
eventually results in cognitive and memory impairment,
and a profound loss of independence in daily activities
(1). AD accounts for 60-80% of all forms of dementia
(1, 2) and is one of the leading causes of mortality and
disability worldwide (3). It mainly affects people over the
age of 65, two-thirds being females (4).
Most people with AD (PwAD) are communitydwelling, and over 60% are cared for by informal
caregivers, mainly family members (5). Informal care and
supervision requirements increase with disease severity
and can add to over 36 hours a week (6), representing
the highest value of informal caregiving, followed by
mental illness and multiple sclerosis (1). The economic
value of unpaid informal care in Germany has been
estimated to exceed €38,000 per PwAD annually (7).
Additionally, informal care provision has a detrimental
effect on caregiver’s physical and emotional wellbeing
(1), limiting their ability to maintain a job and sustain
earnings (7-12). Caregivers are also likely to increase outof-pocket expenses, reducing their ability to save for their
retirement (13).
The financial impacts of AD are not constrained
to households but have wide-reaching effects on
government public accounts i.e. public economics (13).
Different sources financially cover the entire treatment
and care pathway of people with dementia. Medical
treatments, like diagnosis, outpatient medical and
hospital care, medical aids, therapies, and medications,
are covered by the statutory or private health insurances.
If patients become functionally or cognitively
impaired and need care, long-term care insurance
covers professional home, nursing care and informal
care costs. The degree of impairment determines the
amount of the received non-monetary care benefits in
kind or monetary care allowance as compensation for
the informal care provided by caregivers. Also, further
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financial support could be made available by the longterm care insurance for all cognitively-impaired elderly
to receive additional respite services. Thus, the high and
increasing prevalence of AD increases national health
and social care expenditure, affecting economic equity
across generations (14). The number of people living with
dementia in Europe is predicted to double by 2050 (2).
Germany is expected to follow a similar trend (2). In 2016,
AD was estimated to affect 1.2-1.7% of the entire German
population, 1.0-1.4 million individuals (3, 15). From a
German societal perspective, dementia-related healthcare
costs were €54 billion in 2016 and have been estimated to
increase to €145 billion by 2060 (16).
Burden of AD studies often take a health system
or societal perspective, focusing on direct medical
and non-medical costs, and unpaid caregiver costs
(13). From a societal perspective, direct medical costs
represent approximately 14% of total AD-related costs,
far exceeded by indirect and social care costs (17). By
definition, economic analyses conducted from a societal
perspective can capture all costs incurred by the formal
and informal healthcare sectors, and by non-healthcare
sectors (18). Despite over 67% of studies utilizing a
societal perspective, this would only account for the
replacement costs of labor productivity losses, in addition
to the direct costs of disease, disregarding other important
economic consequences (19). In countries with publicly
funded health and social care systems it makes intuitive
sense to factor in important disease externalities that
impact public entities. Using the government and social
security perspective of costs, AD-related economic
consequences such as financial support and foregone tax
contributions, rarely considered in conventional costeffectiveness analyses, can be quantified. This contributes
to informing decision-makers of the full impact of AD on
public budgets and allows healthcare interventions to be
assessed within the policy arena
Therefore, we aim to estimate lifetime AD fiscal
consequences in community-dwelling PwAD and
primary informal caregivers compared to pairs with
identical demographic characteristics unaffected by AD
in the German general population. We use a government
perspective (i.e., government and social security costs) to
estimate the impact of AD progression on government
public finances (20, 21), namely labor force participation,
earnings, tax contributions, healthcare costs and financial
support since MCI-AD to death in PwAD and caregivers.

avoiding discrete memoryless Markov assumptions (2224). The model simulates clinical progression from MCIAD to AD-dementia (mild, moderate, severe) and death.
It also estimates severity-related informal care needs and
PwAD and caregivers’ ability of remaining at work. The
model structure is shown in Supplemental Materials.
In general, simulation events were deemed to occur
when a random probability, drawn using Excel Rand()
function, was inferior or equal to the likelihood of that
event (eg, death, institutionalization) at the decision
node. We have followed the International Society
for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research
recommendations for state transition modeling (24). The
model uses a 6-month cycle length, granular enough
to capture the costs and consequences of AD. We have
applied a 3% annual discount rate after year 1 to express
future costs and life-years in preset values (25).

Methods

Progression of Alzheimer’s disease

Cohort general and sociodemographic
characteristics
There is no publication reporting on Mini-MentalState-Examination (MMSE) and activities of daily living
(ADL) scores for all stages of AD in Germany. Therefore,
we have created two paired synthetic cohorts using prior
mean and variance parameters from the mild AD cohort
of the German GERAS (9, 26), a multicountry prospective
observational study following people with AD-dementia
and their primary caregivers’ overtime. Each synthetic
cohort contained 1,000 pairs of a PwAD and an informal
caregiver and was cloned to identical pairs in the general
population unaffected by AD. The cohort of PwAD was
sampled from common distributions using age, gender,
disease duration, MMSE and ADL scores. Age, gender,
and relationship to PwAD were used to inform the
cohort of caregivers. Mean demographic characteristics
employed to generate the matched cohorts are reported in
Supplemental Materials.
The GERAS study did not investigate age at MCI-AD
onset, so we have back-calculated this value starting
from the age at GERAS baseline reported by Boess and
colleagues (74.7 years). We subtracted disease duration
from the age at GERAS baseline and then subtracted a
published average length of MCI-AD (3.4 years) from
the calculated age at AD-dementia onset. The duration of
MCI-AD was varied in sensitivity analysis.

Clinical AD states were defined using MMSE scores
of 27-29 for MCI-AD, 21-26 for mild AD-dementia, 10-20
for moderate AD-dementia and less than 10 for severe
AD-dementia (27). Irrespective of age, all individuals
enter the model at the MCI-AD stage. Progression
through mild, moderate and severe AD dementia was
modeled using equations derived from the Consortium
to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD)

Model overview
The analysis was developed as a microsimulation in
Microsoft Excel, allowing individual-level modeling of
PwAD/caregiver pair combinations and their likelihood
of demographic and disease-related events. Care
requirements and costs were modeled continuously,
2
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Table 1. Excess AD mortality and probability of institutionalization by MMSE score
MCI-AD

Mild AD

MMSE score

27-29

21-26

Annual probability of institutionalization

0.0%*

4.3%

0*

2.92

48.93

Hazard ratio of death compared to people without AD
Monthly hours of informal care (GERAS) †
Monthly hours of informal care (data on file ad hoc analysis)

Moderate AD

Severe AD

References

10-20

<10

(27)

11.6%

43.2%

(33)

3.85

9.52

(31)

83.40

172.20

320.80

(9)

-

-

-

(52)

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MCI-AD, mild cognitive impairment due to AD; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination (Range from 30-0); *Assumption; †Average across AD
severity categories was 209.4 hours per month.

Informal care
institutionalization

and seven clinical trials for donepezil data (28). The
equations allowed for MMSE and total ADL scores to
be updated at regular intervals, which were used to
calculate individual care requirements. Because donepezil
is known not to delay AD progression (1, 29), we have
used the placebo equations to model overtime change in
MMSE and total ADL scores. This assumption was varied
in a scenario analysis. A detailed explanation of these
equations and disease progression modeling is available
from the online Supplemental Materials.
No MMSE or ADL data were available between the
onset of mild AD and the age at enrollment in the GERAS
study. Therefore, we have sampled disease duration
from the GERAS reported mean and standard deviation
assuming that over this period, MMSE and ADL scores
were identical to those reported at GERAS baseline
(Supplemental Materials).

utilization

and

Informal care utilization was modeled using an
equation sourced from the GERAS study, which uses
reported MMSE and total ADL scores to predict total
hours of provided informal care per PwAD (32). A
scenario was run where hours of informal care were
informed by severity-specific estimates from the German
GERAS study (9), (Table 1). Additionally, informal care
utilization in people with MCI-AD was represented by
an ad hoc analysis of data from the DelpHi-MV study
(Michalowsky, data in file) (Table 1). More details about
the dataset and analysis are available in Supplemental
Materials.
The probabilities of institutionalization by AD severity
were sourced from an analysis of data from the US
National Alzheimer ’s Coordinating Center (33) (Table
1). We assumed that working age caregivers of people
becoming institutionalized could return to work due to
reduced caregiving requirements. We have assumed that
cognitive deficits associated with MCI-AD alone would
not justify institutionalization (34).

Mortality
General mortality was implemented using cycleadjusted probabilities based on published lifetables
of the German Federal Statistical Office (DESTATIS)
(30). The hazard ratios (HR) of excess mortality due to
AD-dementia were sourced from a Danish populationbased cohort (31) and applied to age-specific rates of
death in the general population. The effect of excess
mortality was explored in scenario analyses as it can
lead to decreased government or social security
transfers and caregiving requirements, therefore creating
perverse incentives from premature AD-related deaths.
We assumed that there was no excess mortality from
MCI-AD. Parameters informing excess AD mortality are
presented in Table 1. Transitions to death were allowed
at any time. After PwAD death, caregivers were released
from caring responsibilities, returned to employment,
and no longer received AD-related financial support.
Caregiver ’s death was assumed not to affect PwAD’s
probability of employment or receiving financial
support. Caregiver’s death was also assumed to cause
institutionalization in PwAD-dementia that had a MMSE
score below 20.

Labor market participation
Age- and gender-specific probabilities of employment
in the general population were sourced from German
labor statistics (35). We assumed that individuals would
not be able to carry on working from the age of 75 years.
The likelihood of employment was assumed to be null in
people with AD-dementia and MMSE scores below 25, or
for those becoming institutionalized (36).
As supported by a recent systematic review (37),
there is presently no publication linking MCI-AD to the
likelihood of maintaining employment. Consequently, we
used the prevalence of disability, defined as the inability
to perform one or more ADL, as a proxy for employment
discontinuation in people with impaired cognition due to
MCI-AD. A French longitudinal study (N=368) estimated
that the risk of disability in people over 65 years with
MCI-AD (52.6%) was two times higher than in the general
population (26.3%) (38). Age-specific rates of severe
disability in the German population, were sourced from
DESTATIS data (39).
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Table 2. Probabilities of employment and disability in the general population, adjusted probability of employment in
people with AD and their informal caregivers
Age band

General population

MCI-AD*

People with EOD†

Caregivers of people with EOD‡

Disability in the
general population

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

70+ §

0.057

0.031

0.043

0.023

0.002

0.000

0.033

0.016

0.250

65 to 69

0.221

0.152

0.166

0.114

0.033

0.014

0.166

0.106

0.250

60 to 64

0.666

0.593

0.544

0.484

0.399

0.307

0.617

0.537

0.183

55 to 59

0.856

0.783

0.756

0.692

0.704

0.576

0.831

0.748

0.117

50 to 54

0.901

0.831

0.842

0.777

0.790

0.658

0.883

0.802

0.065

45 to 49

0.911

0.852

0.852

0.797

0.811

0.696

0.896

0.827

0.065

40 to 44

0.913

0.817

0.881

0.789

0.814

0.634

0.897

0.787

0.035

35 to 39

0.910

0.787

0.878

0.759

0.808

0.581

0.894

0.751

0.035

30 to 34

0.896

0.734

0.875

0.717

0.781

0.497

0.878

0.692

0.024

25 to 29

0.840

0.712

0.820

0.695

0.674

0.464

0.812

0.668

0.024

20 to 24

0.690

0.593

0.677

0.581

0.432

0.306

0.643

0.536

0.019

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; EOD, early onset dementia; MCI-AD, mild cognitive impairment due to AD; *Calculated as (1 - probability of disability in the general
population) x gender specific employment in the general population; †Calculated by applying the HR 2.26 to the gender specific rate of employment in the general
population; ‡Calculated by applying the HR 1.19 to the gender specific rate of employment in the general population. For equations, please refer to Supplemental
Materials; §We assumed that individuals would only be able to carry on working until a maximum age of 75 years.

Direct and indirect tax

The excess likelihood of leaving employment in
people with AD-dementia before reaching the age of
enrolment in the GERAS study was sourced from a
matched Japanese cohort study of 143 employees and 77
family members diagnosed with early-onset dementia
(EOD), defined as dementia occurring in individuals
below the age of 65. Each participant was matched to 5
controls (people without EOD). Compared to the general
population, people with mild AD-dementia under
retirement age had an increased likelihood of not being
employed HR 2.26, 95% CI 1.47 to 3.47), and so were
their primary caregivers (HR 1.19, 95% CI 0.63 to 2.25)
(40). Table 2 shows the probabilities of employment and
disability used in the model.
The probability of employment and proportion of a
full-time equivalent worked by employed caregivers
were adjusted for the effect of daily care requirements
using published equations (41). Equations from the same
publication were used to adjust the employment hours in
caregivers for people with MCI-AD using hours of care
derived from the DelpHi-MV ad hoc analysis (Table 1).
Further details are available in Supplemental Materials.

To calculate the total taxes on labor income we have
multiplied the age-specific gross income (42) by the
tax wedge for Germany (49.40%) (43). The tax wedge
represents the burden of direct tax paid by employees
and the social security contributions paid by employees
and employers. Indirect taxes paid by individuals
result from daily consumption of products and services
and were calculated by multiplying the value-added
tax (VAT) by individuals’ disposable income from
any source of revenue (earnings from employment or
financial support). The disposable income is the amount
individuals have available to spend or save after paying
direct taxes and social security contributions on their
income. The proportion of the gross salary representing
the disposable income was calculated as the ratio between
the average private consumption expenditure and the
average gross income in Germany. The data used to
derive the average disposable income and average VAT
rate are shown in Supplemental Materials.
Sustained periods of absence from the labor market
are likely to influence future earnings from employment.
Consequently, we reduced the gross income of caregivers
returning to work after 2 or more years caring for PwAD
by a 7.2% rate (44).

Fiscal consequences
The modeled fiscal outcomes comprise various
sources of tax revenue and transfer payments that affect
government and social security finances. Direct taxes paid
on earnings and indirect taxes paid on consumer products
were sources of revenue. Transfer payments were made
of financial support provided to individuals carrying
disability or their caregivers and medical healthcare costs.

Financial support for formal and informal care
Financial support was available as a relief
(«Entlastungsbetrag») granted to all cognitively-impaired
elderly, care allowance («Pflegegeld») for people receiving
informal care from relatives, care benefits in kind
4
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(«Pflegesachleistung») for people receiving formal care
by a health or social care professional, and AD-related
support for caregivers (45). We used an ad hoc analysis of
data from the DelpHi-MV study to assess the proportion
of PwAD receiving each type of financial support
(Michalowsky 2021- data in file). The amount of financial
support was made conditional to care grade, as per the
German Social Code (Book XI). Care grades range from
one, indicating very mild functional impairment and
low need for formal and informal care, to five, indicating
severe functional impairment and high need for formal
and informal care (46). The likelihood and value of
financial support were informed by the German GERAS
results (9). We assumed that people with MCI-AD would
be as likely to receive financial support as the general
population and that their caregivers would not be entitled
to any AD-related financial support. Caregivers’ death
prompted non-institutionalized PwAD to receive care
benefits in kind.
In the cohort unaffected by AD, the number of
individuals (analogous to PwAD) receiving financial
support was informed by the proportion of persons in
need of care in Germany (47). Level of care was informed
by a World Health Organization report of German longterm care insurance beneficiaries (48).
Early retirement and absence from work due to disease
are likely to influence income and the value of pensions
(49). It is also known that low socio-economic status
and education achievements increase the prevalence
of chronic conditions such as cardiovascular disease,
in itself a risk factor for AD (1). For simplicity and in
face of limited evidence, we have chosen not to model
the complex relationship between AD progression, the
value of pensions and its interaction with governmentfunded financial support. Similarly, we excluded
institutionalization costs as these are often not incurred
by governments but paid out-of-pocket.

healthcare costs for caregivers and their analogues from
the model calculations. Inputs and calculations related
to fiscal consequences are detailed in Supplemental
Materials.

Model results calculations
Base case results were reported over the lifetime of the
PwAD rounded to the closest decimal to accommodate
for cycle length. Model results were expressed as
incremental net consequence (INC) resulting from the
difference between each cohort net present value (NPV).
Lifetime earnings from employment were reported
for the cohort affected by AD and the general population
but were not directly included in the NPV as these are
incurred by individuals or employers in the form of lost
earnings or reduced levels of production, respectively.
The equations used in the calculations are shown below.

Where j is AD status, r is the annual discount rate of
3%, and t is time.
All costs were reported in 2021 euros. When required,
costs were inflated to current values using the consumer
price index (50).

Scenarios and sensitivity analysis
We implemented several scenarios to explore
uncertainty in base case assumptions such as the
intensity of formal and informal care, MCI-AD effect on
employment, the amount of PwAD receiving financial
support, the time horizon of the analysis and the rate
of discounting. One-way sensitivity analyses (OWSA)
were conducted using 95% confidence intervals (CI)
bounds of all mean input values to identify the most
influential parameters. These findings were summarized
in a tornado diagram.

Medical healthcare costs
We sourced medical healthcare costs for people with
MCI-AD and their analogues without AD from a crosssectional study including 452 German individuals with
or without MCI (10). Healthcare costs in PwAD dementia
and analogous individuals without AD were sourced
from another cross-sectional study matching 176 people
with dementia to 173 healthy controls (8). We considered
healthcare costs related to direct inpatient/outpatient
medical care, medical aids, and drugs. The costs of formal
nursing/professional home care and assisted living
reported by Luppa et al. (10) and Leicht et al. (8) were
excluded to avoid overlap with financial support and care
benefits in kind received by PwAD. There is evidence
supporting the caring for a PwAD is detrimental to
caregiver’s physical and mental health but there is limited
evidence of its monetary impact. We have therefore taken
a conservative and simplistic approach and excluded

Results
The model predicted 10.1 years (standard deviation
[SD] 2.2) were comprised from MCI-AD onset to death,
corresponding to an average of 8.6 life-years (discounted).
AD-dementia was estimated to last 6.7 years (SD 1.1) on
average. Approximately 36.9% of this 10.1 year period
was spent in MCI-AD (3.4 years), 21.5% in mild AD
(2.2 years, SD 0.5), 26.3% in moderate AD (2.9 years, SD
1.2), and 15.3% in severe AD (1.7 years, SD 2.2). Model
validation is discussed in the Supplemental Materials.
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Table 3. Base case results
Person with
AD/without AD

Caregiver of a
person with/
without AD

Affected by AD

No AD

Incremental*

Effect

% of INC

Life-years (PwAD)

8.600

12.242

-3.642

Life-years loss

-

Earnings

€ 22,314

€ 38,069

-€ 15,755

Societal loss

-

Direct tax

€ 11,023

€ 18,806

-€ 7,783

Fiscal loss

10.5%

Financial support

-€ 14,542

-€ 1,117

-€ 13,425

Fiscal loss

18.1%

Indirect tax

€ 3,447

€ 3,664

-€ 218

Fiscal loss

0.3%

Healthcare costs

-€ 66,729

-€ 48,873

-€ 17,856

Fiscal loss

24.0%

Life-years (Carer)

16.333

16.333

0†

Life-years neutral

-

Earnings

€ 103,211

€ 160,178

-€ 56,967

Societal loss

-

Direct tax

€ 50,986

€ 79,128

-€ 28,142

Fiscal loss

37.9%

Financial support

-€ 1,696

€ 0†

-€ 1,696

Fiscal loss

2.3%

Indirect tax

€ 9,810

€ 14,979

-€ 5,169

Fiscal loss

7.0%

-€ 7,701‡

€ 66,587‡

-€ 74,288 (95% CI -€ 78,452 to -€ 70,123)

Overall fiscal loss

100.0%

Incremental net consequence (INC)

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; PwAD, person with AD; * Incremental results were calculated by subtracting the values in the column not affected by AD from the values in the
column affected by AD; CI, confidence interval; †We have not modeled financial support required because of informal caregiving in the general population; ‡Calculated
as the sum of direct taxes, financial support, indirect taxes and healthcare costs for a person with AD/without AD and a caregiver of a person with/without AD. Earnings
were not included in the INC as they affect individuals directly, impacting the INC though direct and indirect tax contributions.

Base case

to less than 1% increasing in INC (-€73,708). We explored
the effect of caregiving for a person with MCI-AD on
caregiver ’s employment, as PwAD remain reasonably
independent at this stage. This had minimal impact on
model results, increasing INC by 3.0% (-€71,037). Base
case results assumed only people with a care assessment
received financial support. All PwAD were assigned to
financial support in an alternative scenario, leading to
INC of -€83,215, a 12.0% increase in public losses. In the
base case we assumed PwAD received the same treatment
as the placebo arm population of the trials informing the
Getsios equations (28). We have run a scenario using the
donepezil treatment effect which led to a 19.4% increase
in INC (-€59,879).
We have extended the time horizon of the analysis
to the lifetime of the caregivers in one scenario which
resulted in INC of -€58,119, a 21.8% increase from base
case. The change was mostly due to increased direct and
indirect tax revenue resulting from caregivers returning to
work which off-set transfers required by PwAD.
Premature AD-mortality may lead to fewer individuals
requiring transfer payments and can release informal
caregivers back to employment. Because these can
constitute a perverse incentive, we have run scenarios
without the effect of excess AD mortality, using both
the base case time horizon and the caregiver’s lifetime
time horizon, respectively. Over the PwAD lifetime time
horizon removing excess AD mortality led to a 12.6%
reduction in INC (-€83,615). Over the caregiver’s lifetime
time horizon, averaging 16.3 life-years, INC reduced by
145.3%% (-€142,555) due to 3.3 times increase in financial
support and 1.9 times increase in healthcare spending by
PwAD.
A scenario was also run using an 1.5% discount rate,
reflecting the German annual growth consumption

The model predicted that since AD onset and over
the PwAD lifetime, a PwAD and his informal caregiver
were associated with an INC totaling -€74,288 (95% CI
-€ 78,452 to -€ 70,123) to the German government and
social security compared to an identical pair unaffected
by AD (Table 3). A PwAD was estimated to earn €15,755
less from employment leading to a 41.4% reduction in
direct taxes paid. Additionally, PwAD were predicted to
receive €13,425 more financial support and incur €17,856
more healthcare costs, than their analogues in the general
population. Caregivers were predicted to earn €56,967
less from employment representing a 35.6% incremental
reduction in direct tax (€28,142) and 34.5% (€5,169) in
indirect tax contributions. Overall, the INC was primarily
related to lost direct taxes on employment (48.4%), mostly
caregiver employment. Financial support for formal and
informal care and medical healthcare cost represents only
20.4% and 24.0% of the INC, respectively.

Scenario analyses
We have explored uncertainty around monthly
caregiving requirements predicted by the fiscal analysis
by utilizing estimates from the German GERAS cohort,
implemented conditionally to AD severity (Table 4). This
reduced INC by 5.3% (-€78,242) driven by a direct tax
decrease in caregivers of PwAD. In the base case, the
effect of MCI-AD on employment was implemented
using disability as a proxy for inability to maintain
employment. We run a scenario assuming that labor
participation in people with MCI-AD was identical to
that in the general population. Employment earnings and
direct tax in PwAD were both increased by 24.0%, leading
6
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Figure 1. One-way sensitivity analyses based on 95% confidence interval for 10 most sensitive input parameters

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADL, activities of daily living; EOD, early onset dementia; HR, hazard ratio; MCI-AD, mild cognitive impairment due to AD; MMSE, Mini-Mental
State Examination; PwAD, person with Alzheimer’s disease.

value of health, applied to costs and life-years (51). The
resulting INC was -€78,168, a 5.2% decrease from baseline.
Overall, the results of the model were very robust to
the scenario analyses.

importance of including caregiver’s perspective in such
analyses. Also, the German government is likely to
provide thirteen times more financial support for homebased formal and informal care to a PwAD than to a
person without AD. This financial support represented
18.1% (€13,425) of the total fiscal losses. Medical health
care spending represents 24.0% of the incremental fiscal
loss, approximately the same as incremental financial
support to households affected by AD (20.4%).
Assuming an AD-dementia prevalence of 1.2 million
German individuals (3, 15), we could use our results
to predict that over a 10-year period AD could cost the
public purse €89 billion, approximately €8.5 billion
per annum. Published cost-of-illness studies report
informal care costs ranging from 27.8% (12) to 70.8%
(52) and healthcare costs ranging from 21.1% (52) to
60.0% (12) of total AD costs in community-based PwAD
in Germany. We predicted that home-based care costs
represented 79.6% of total incremental care costs with
20.4% being attributed to other forms of healthcare.
Productivity costs for PwAD have been reported to
range from 5.1% (52) to 11.2% (12) of total AD costs,
similar to the 10.5% estimation by this fiscal analysis.
Our approach is innovative and expands on published
cost-of-illness studies as it includes the effect of disease
on the labor activity and subsequent direct and indirect
tax consequences. Therefore, future cost-of-illness studies
and cost-effectiveness analyses should consider the
government and social security perspective to inform
health policy more precisely, which would be important
to improve national healthcare resource allocation.
The model was particularly sensitive to the mean age
of PwAD and caregivers. Unsurprisingly, the earlier the
onset of AD, the greater the burden of the disease in
reducing one’s ability to remain at work, with earlier
spillover effects to caregivers. We estimate that if the
population of focus in this analysis was that with earlyonset AD, total fiscal losses would likely exceed €110,000

One-way sensitivity analyses
The mean age of PwAD and caregivers influenced
results the most. At the lower and upper ends of the
95% CIs, the INCs were reduced by 59.6% (-€118,533) or
49.2% (-€110,844) and increased by 58.7%% (-€30,712)
or 45.0% (-€40,824), respectively. The HR of early onset
dementia-related loss of employment in caregivers caused
the third-largest change from base case, a 12.3% reduction
in INC (-€86,592) at the lower end of the 95% CI and a
16.6% increase (-€65,138) at the upper end. The remaining
parameters increased the INC by a maximum of 5.0%
or decreased it by a maximum of 9.2%, not dramatically
affecting results. The tornado diagram summarizing the
OWSA involving the ten most influential model inputs is
shown in Figure 1.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
analyzing the economic consequences of AD from the
German government and social security perspective.
The analysis revealed that AD has tremendous spillover
effects beyond direct medical care costs and impacts
multiple economic sectors. Our model predicted an
AD-related fiscal loss of €74,288, most being incurred
within ten years of AD onset. Most costs were due to
employment-related direct tax losses, representing 48.4%
(€35,925) of INC. This was primarily caused by caregivers
who had to reduce or quit their work to provide informal
care. Over 10.5 years, caregivers were predicted to have
their earnings reduced by €56,967 compared to their
analogues not caring for PwAD. This underlines the
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per PwAD and caregiver pair. Despite constituting only
1-2% of the entire AD population (53) these individuals
experience AD burden much earlier in life, significantly
augmenting indirect costs burden.
There are several strengths to this analysis. Our
methodology allowed capturing economic consequences
of AD that are often missed by conventional burden
of disease studies. We have clearly defined the fiscal
consequences and the government and social security
perspective taken, and have made significant efforts to
explore and validate model results..
There are nonetheless limitations to our analysis. We
have used German-specific inputs whenever available,
including demographics, labor statistics, and the value
of fiscal consequences. However, we have used several
inputs that are not specific to Germany and can contribute
to the overall uncertainty of the analysis. Such inputs
include the equations derived from Canadian data
estimating the likelihood of employment in caregivers
and the assumptions required to model the impact of
MCI-AD and mild AD on employment. Despite the
evidence of an overall effect of chronic diseases such
as AD on employment, it is likely that country specific
resources and labor characteristics would affect the
intensity of this effect (54). Despite recent publications on
this field, we encourage further research expanding our
knowledge of early AD.
The equations published by Getsios and colleagues
(28) have faced criticism related to the appropriateness
of using CERAD data, and the possibility of double
counting treatment effects owed to MMSE being
included as an explanatory variable when predicting
other clinical outcomes (55). We believe these limitations
are less important to the present analysis because we
do not use donepezil treatment effect in our base case
analysis. We present average results for 1,000 PwAD and
informal caregivers but we recognize the multiplicity of
pathways occurring in real world settings. Finally, our
model predicted informal care requirements in people
with moderate and severe AD, which differ from other
publications (9, 32). Exploring this source in a scenario
did not significantly impact results. It is likely that after
reaching 5-6 daily hours of care, consequences to labor
participation become marginal.
We have demonstrated that AD economic burden
is considerable. Nonetheless, additional sources of
uncertainty were not explored and may impact the real
economic costs of AD. Firstly, caregivers re-entering
employment may face obstacles related to fixed hiring
costs and obsolescence (56). Secondly, we have not
considered the fact that some PwAD have more than
one informal caregiver. Finally, we did not consider
the detrimental effect of caregiving on one’s physical,
emotional and mental health, which could translate in
more healthcare resources use and government transfers
being required (1, 57). We anticipate all the above would
contribute to an increased fiscal loss.

We have demonstrated the AD fiscal burden from the
German government and social security perspective,
using a framework allowing decision-makers to compare
across public economic sectors. We do so by estimating
losses due to forgone earnings, tax contributions,
increased need for financial support for formal and
informal care, and medical care costs in people affected
by AD compared to the general population. While
cost-of-illness analyses or cost-effectiveness analyses
commonly focus on health sector expenses, healthcare
costs represented a small proportion of total fiscal
consequences. Caregiver forgone taxes on employment
contributed the most to these estimated total fiscal
losses. It is therefore urgent that these broader fiscal
consequences and the government and social security
perspectives are considered to inform policy making and
health care planning.
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